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H I G H L I G H T S

• Evaporation of propane studied experimentally in smooth and microfinned tubes.

• Heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop are obtained experimentally.

• Mass flux does not increase heat transfer coefficient in microfinned tubes.

• Predictive methods have different accuracies for different microfinned tubes.
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A B S T R A C T

Evaporation of flowing propane and the effect of enhanced geometry on heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop is experimentally investigated. One smooth tube and two microfinned tubes with an outer diameter of
5 mm were tested. Heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop were determined for saturation temperatures of 0,
5 and 10 °C for smooth tube, and the effect of using tubes with enhanced geometries was evaluated at heat fluxes
ranging between 15 and 33 kW m−2 and mass fluxes between 250 and 500 kW m−2 s−1. The increase of heat
transfer coefficient for microfinned tubes relative to smooth tube diminishes with increasing mass flux, while the
increase of pressure drop remains unaffected. Comparison of the experimental results with correlations for
prediction of pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient demonstrates availability of reliable correlations.
Nevertheless, correlations show considerable divergence in accuracy for different microfinned tubes.

1. Introduction

The majority of working fluids currently used in refrigeration sys-
tems have particularly high global warming potential (GWP) [3]. New
refrigeration systems should aim towards fluids of lower GWP while
being more efficient in power consumption to reduce both the direct
and indirect impact on the environment. Hydrocarbons and, in parti-
cular, propane (R290) have long been considered an alternative re-
frigerant as they have a favorable saturation curve for various appli-
cations, low GWP and zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP). While
Hydrocarbons were used in the first generation of refrigeration systems
their application was later limited as a consequence of flammability
concerns, specially as the Lower Flammability Limit (LFL) for propane
is very low [13]. Although the working fluid charge for a refrigeration
system utilizing propane as working fluid can be theoretically half of a
comparable system using R134a (the latent heat of vaporization for
propane is almost double), this is not enough to satisfy safety

regulations in specific applications where higher capacities are re-
quired.

Therefore the primary research goal with hydrocarbons has been to
reduce the system charge [32]. It has been shown that the majority of
the charge in refrigeration systems accumulates in heat exchangers
where liquid phase is available with higher density [31]. Consequently,
it is essential to decrease the volume of heat exchangers. The use of
microfinned tubes provides an opportunity to use hydrocarbon systems
with reduced sizes, lower charges and higher capacities by increasing
the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in heat exchangers.

Prior research on evaporation of hydrocarbons has mainly focused
on tubes of around 10 mm [37,19,42]. Thonon [40] reviewed the lit-
erature on hydrocarbon heat transfer in compact heat exchangers
noting that there is a need for more experimental data on in-tube flow
boiling of hydrocarbons, especially in the case of microfinned tubes. To
the best of our knowledge, the only available reference is Nan & Infante
Ferreira [28], where evaporation and condensation of propane in a
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smooth, microfinned, and crosshatched tube with OD of 9.52 mm were
studied. Their results showed that while the HTC is higher for micro-
finned tubes compared to smooth tubes, the cross hatched tubes do not
make a significant difference; the increase in HTC seems to be more
noticeable at higher mass fluxes. Furthermore, correlations for intern-
ally enhanced tubes considerably over predicted their experimental
data. Pamitran et al. [33] examined the HTC of propane in stainless
steel tubes of 1.5 and 3.0 mm inner diameter and developed a corre-
lation based on the experimental results. Maqbool et al. [25] in-
vestigated the evaporation of propane in a 1.70 mm ID vertical circular
minichannel; they reported most notably that the HTC increases with
heat flux and saturation temperature while the effect of mass flux and
vapor quality is insignificant. de Oliveira et al. [30] determined HTC
and studied flow patterns of propane flowing in a 1.0 mm ID tube at
saturation temperature of 25 °C, and the results show a high de-
pendency of HTC on mass flux and heat flux. More recently, Lillo et al.
[22] studied the vaporization of R290 in a tube with ID of 6 mm at high
saturation temperatures. They noted that the main heat transfer me-
chanism seems to be nucleate boiling, while correlations of Bertsch
et al. [2] and Friedel [11] predicted their results for HTC and pressure

drop most accurately. Longo et al. [24] compared the evaporation of
R290 and R1270 with R404A in a small diameter tube showing that
R404A and R1270 exhibit the highest heat transfer coefficient and
lowest pressure drop, while R290 is affected by a particularly low
dryout quality. There have also been several studies investigating
mixtures of hydrocarbons. Wen & Ho [43] conducted experiments with
propane, butane and a mixture of them flowing in a 2.46 mm ID tube,
and results showed that the HTC was significantly improved compared
to R134a as a working fluid. Zou et al. [46] studied mixtures of R170
and R290 and their evaporation characteristics, proposing a correlation
for prediction of HTC. Kedzierski & Kim [17] analyzed heat transfer of
various refrigerants and their mixtures, including R290 and R134a, in a
9.64 mm ID tube containing a twisted tape insert.

Several studies have dealt with the effect of enhanced geometries in
flow boiling of different fluids. Cho & Kim [6] compared the evapora-
tion characteristics of CO2 in smooth and microfinned tubes with OD of
9.52 and 5 mm showing that the HTC in microfinned tubes increased by
up to 210%, whilst the pressure drop increase was up to 1.9 times.
Celen et al. [5] investigated evaporation of R134a in smooth and mi-
crofinned tubes, showing that the pressure drop is increased by up to 3

Nomenclature

Greek

30 Percentage of predicted values with less than 30% error

Roman

m Mass flow [kg s−1]
di Fin tip diameter [m]
ilg Enthalpy of vaporization [kJ kg−1]
E Enhancement Factor [–]
G Mass flux [kg m−2 s−1]
HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient [kW m−2 K−1]
I Efficiency index [–]
ID Internal Diameter [mm]
MARD Mean Absolute Relative Deviation [–]
MRD Mean Relative Deviation [–]

P Penalization Factor [–]
Q Heat input [W]
q Heat flux [kW m−2]
S Heat exchange area [m2]
T Temperature [°C]
x Vapor quality [–]

Subscripts

in Inlet conditions
MF Microfinned
out Outlet conditions
pre Preheater section
sat Saturated condition
test Test section
W Wall

Fig. 1. Test rig schematic.
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times while the heat transfer coefficient is increased by 1.9 times. Co-
lombo et al. [9] observed the flow patterns, characteristics of eva-
poration and condensation of R134a in one smooth and two micro-
finned tubes showing that both microfinned tubes increase the HTC
compared to the smooth tube and found no differences among them.
Bandarra Filho et al. [1] compared experimental results for the pressure
drop of R134a in smooth and grooved tubes and developed a correla-
tion based on the results.

Thus, while the state of the art for experimental results on eva-
poration of refrigerants is rather extensive, there seems to be a lack of
data regarding different surface enhancements and comparison with
smooth tubes specially for hydrocarbons. This paper aims to increase
the available information on flow boiling of R290 in compact smooth
and microfinned tubes by providing a database of HTC, pressure drop
and comparison with relevant correlations. The two microfinned tubes
(MF1 and MF2), and the smooth tube have an outer diameter of 5 mm.
They were tested at mass fluxes ranging from 250 to 500 kW m−2 s−1

and the heat flux ranged from 15 to 33 kW m−2. Furthermore, the
smooth tube was tested at three saturation temperatures of 0, 5 and 10
°C.

2. Experimental setup

An experimental test rig, located at Thermal lab of the Department
of Energy and Process Engineering of Norwegian University of Science
and Technology was designed to determine flow boiling HTC and
pressure drop of different refrigerants. A schematic of the test rig is
shown in Fig. 1. The liquid refrigerant is pumped through the system
using an inverter controlled gear pump (Tuthill DGS.68), with a Coriolis
mass flow meter (Rheonik RHM 03) that measures the circulated mass
flow. Refrigerant is then heated up to the desired vapor quality in the
preheater, using an electrical heating cable that is directly wound
around the tube. An adiabatic section is located before the test section
to ensure fully developed conditions. The adiabatic section consists of
two parts: the first is 1 meter long with ID of 8 mm and later a length of
75 mm of the corresponding test tube. Heat input both at preheater and
test section is controlled with a Pulse Wave Modulation (PWM) where
the input voltage (National Instruments NI-9225) and current (National
Instruments NI-9246 and National Instruments NI-9227 for preheater
and test section, respectively) is measured at 50 kHz to obtain the
power input. The heated test section length is 500 mm and goes through
a 30 mm OD copper tube of the same length. An electrical heating cable
is wound around the outer tube and the distance between the outer tube
and the test tube is filled with tin to distribute the heat evenly along the
test section. Tin was melted in by placing tin bars in between the outer
tube and test tube while the whole test section was placed vertically and
the outer copper tube was heated using a torch. Presence of voids in tin
was checked by controlling the final weight of the test section. At the
outlet of the test section, a sight glass enables visualizing the flow; as
this glass sight did not have the same diameter as the test tube, it was
not used for flow pattern recognition. The two valves located upstream
of the test section and downstream of the sight glass allow the re-
placement of test sections in a short time by limiting the effort required
for vacuuming the new test section. Nonetheless, the whole test rig was

vacuumed and purged with nitrogen for the start up and before any
propane was charged. After the sight glass and valve, the propane flows
through a condenser and a subcooler cooled by recirculating chillers to
ensure a single phase liquid flow to the pump. The saturation pressure
of the system is controlled by the set temperature of the chiller con-
nected to the condenser.

To determine the HTC, the wall temperatures were measured with
two pairs of Type T thermocouples brazed to the tube wall.
Thermocouples were located 100 mm from the inlet and outlet of the
heated test section such that in each location, one thermocouple is in
contact with the top and the other with the bottom part of the test tube.
The fluid saturation temperature was obtained from the saturation
pressure; pressure transducers are connected to pressures taps located
at the inlet and outlet of the test Section 547 mm away from each other.
Pressure drop was measured in diabatic condition directly from the
differential pressure transducer connected to the same ports. A photo-
graph of one of the test sections is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1. Tested tubes

Three tubes with OD of 5 mm and different internal geometries were
studied. The geometrical parameters of the tubes are detailed in
Table 1, and the physical representations of the parameters are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The two microfinned tubes, MF1 and MF2, have
roughly the same dimensions for the fins, while the MF2 tube has a
higher number of fins and spiral angle, which results in a higher
available area for heat transfer compared to the other tubes. A cross
sectional view of the two tested microfinned tubes is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2. Uncertainty analysis and validation

Uncertainty analysis was carried out by the method elaborated in
ISO [15] with a confidence level exceeding 95% (coverage factor of 2).
Utilized instruments are listed in Table 2 with their respective un-
certainty. The total average uncertainty for pressure drop was 4.8%,
3.7% and 3.7% for smooth, MF1 and MF2 tube, respectively. For HTC,
these values were 3.6%, 6.2% and 9.0% for smooth, MF1 and MF2 tube,
respectively. The increase of uncertainty for HTC values in microfinned
tubes is caused by the smaller temperature differences between the
saturation temperature and wall temperature. Finally, the uncertainty
values for average vapor quality is 3.6%, 2.4% and 2.6% for smooth,
MF1 and MF2 tube, respectively.

Single phase tests were performed to validate the test facility.
Pressure drop and HTC were calculated and compared against Darcy
Weisbach formula and the correlation by Gnielinski V.[12], showing an
average absolute deviation of 3.7% and 2.6% for pressure drop and heat
transfer coefficient, respectively.

The test section was insulated using perlite and then contained by
hard insulation. To inspect the effectiveness of the insulation, a thermal
camera was used to visualize the temperature distribution and detect
any hot spots. Furthermore, several tests were performed at vacuum
conditions to evaluate heat leakage at different heat fluxes. The results
showed a fairly linear relationship between the temperature difference
of the heating element and environment and the heat loss to the

Fig. 2. Photograph of a test section.
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environment, which was taken into account into calculations by Eq. (1).

=Q T T0.2075·( ) 0.2925 [W]loss element amb (1)

Heat loss to the environment was on average 3.1% of heat input and the
maximum value never exceeded 5.1% in highest heat fluxes.

2.3. Data reduction

The system was considered to be in a steady state when the average
standard deviation of the four wall temperatures in the last 15 samples
was less than 0.1 °C, if this condition was not met, it was considered to
be unstable and the data was discarded. The data from the sensors were
recorded for over 120 s to obtain 50 samples, which were then aver-
aged. HTC and pressure drop values are reported for an average vapor
quality value which is calculated by Eq. (2):

= + = +x x x Q m i i
m i

Q Q
m i2

·( )
· 2· ·in

pre sat l

Ppre

test loss

lg Psat

, 1

lg( ) ( ) (2)

wherein i1 is the enthalpy of subcooled fluid before entering the pre-
heater, Ppre is the pressure at the preheater section and Psat is the ar-
ithmetic average of the inlet and outlet pressure at the test section.

Heat transfer coefficients were calculated using Eq. (3):

=h Q Q
S T T( )

test loss

w sat (3)

where Tsat is derived from the saturation pressure, Psat . Tw and S are
defined as:

=
=

T T1
4w

i
w i

1

4

,
(4)

=S d Li (5)

For the microfinned tubes, the parameters depending on the ID, such as
mass flux and heat flux, were calculated based on a smooth tube with di
equal to the the fin tip diameter. Thermodynamic properties are eval-
uated using REFPROP V10 [20].

The total pressure drop Pt is calculated by addition of the mo-
mentum pressure Pa drop with frictional pressure drop Pf , given by:

= +P P Pa f a (6)

In order to evaluate the momentum pressure drop, the void fraction was
calculated using Rouhani & Axelsson [35] correlation. Although this
correlation was originally developed for vertical tubes, it takes into
account several parameters that are important in mini and micro
channels, therefore it has been used in multiple sources for calculation
of the void fraction in horizontal tubes [22,29].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. HTC and pressure drop

Table 3 summarizes the working conditions for the three tubes. In
order to analyze the effect of different parameters, tests were performed
in varying mass fluxes and heat fluxes for all the tubes while the effect
of saturation temperature was evaluated for the smooth tube.

Fig. 5 investigates the effect of saturation temperature on HTC of the
smooth tube. Since no relation between the saturation temperature and
HTC was discernible, no specific tests were performed in microfinned
tubes to study the direct effect of saturation temperature.

Table 1
Geometrical parameters of the test tubes.

Unit Smooth tube MF1 MF2

Outer diameter (OD) mm 5 5 5
Fin tip diameter (di) mm 4.1 4.32 4.26
Wall thickness (tw) mm 0.45 0.22 0.22

Actual cross sectional area mm2 13.2 15.7 14.8
Fin height (lf ) mm – 0.12 0.15
Fin number (n) (–) – 35 56
Fin angle ( ) ° – 35 15

Spiral angle ( ) ° – 15 37
Heat exchange area ratio (–) 1 1.51 2.63

Fig. 3. Physical presentation of the geometrical parameters.

Fig. 4. Cross sectional view of the microfinned tubes.

Table 2
List of instruments and their respective uncertainties.

Type Range Uncertainty

Flow meter Coriolis 0–5 kg min−1 ± 0.1% a

Absolute pressure sensor Strain gauge 0–10 bar ± 0.16% b

Differential pressure sensor Strain gauge 0–0.5 bar ± 0.15% b

Thermoucouples Type T – ±0.05 K
Preheater Electrical 3450 W ±0.44% a

Test section heater Electrical 620 W ±0.55% a

a Of the reading.
b Of the set span.
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Fig. 6 depicts the effect of heat flux on HTC for the tested tubes. The
results show that by increasing the heat flux from 15 kW m−2 to 24 kW
m−2 there is a considerable increase in the HTC in all vapor qualities
for all the tested tubes. A further increase of heat flux to 34 kW m−2

diminishes the rate of increased HTC in low vapor qualities for all the
tubes. In higher vapor quality regions, there is no increase of HTC for
the smooth tube and HTC decreases for microfinned tubes compared to
a lower heat flux. A closer look at the experimental data showed that
the decrease of HTC is mainly caused by the increase in the wall tem-
perature at the inlet section of the test tube. The reason for this remains
unclear to the authors, as it would most likely require a flow visuali-
zation test to understand the underlying phenomena. Nevertheless, it
can be said that this is most probably caused by the geometry of the

tube and the complex flow arising from it.
The effect of mass flux on HTC in different tubes can be observed in

Fig. 7. HTC increases in the smooth tube with the highest mass flux at
high vapor qualities, while the lowest mass fluxes exhibit a rather small
increase over the whole vapor quality range, indicating an insignificant
contribution from convective heat transfer mechanism. On the con-
trary, while both of the microfinned tubes show a substantial increase
of HTC in higher vapor qualities, the HTC is largely independent of
mass flux. It can be argued that the microfinned tubes’ fin tips break up
the liquid film and readily cause an increase in the turbulence, nulli-
fying the effect of increased turbulence in higher mass fluxes on HTC
while higher vapor qualities lead to a thinner liquid film on the wall,
thus increasing the HTC.

Unlike HTC, pressure drop exhibits a dependence on saturation
temperature (Fig. 8). Pressure drop for =T 0sat °C is about 30% greater
relative to the comparable case of =T 10sat °C at intermediate vapor
qualities. This can be explained by the decrease in the viscosity of the
gas phase while the liquid density and liquid viscosity increase, which
in turn causes an increase in the superficial velocity of the gas phase
and higher shear stress in the liquid phase. The thinning of liquid film at
high vapor qualities eliminates the effect of higher shear stress of the
liquid phase, and the values for pressure drop seem to converge close to
vapor quality of 1.

It can be seen that for all the tested tubes, the most influential factor
for pressure drop is the mass flux, presented in Fig. 9. Unsurprisingly,
the high HTCs for MF2 tube are coupled with large pressure drops,
reaching values of up to 100 kPa m−1. It can also be inferred from Fig. 9
that with the increasing mass flux, the pressure drop increases in the
microfinned tubes, while in Fig. 7 it was shown that the increasing mass
flux does not result in a higher HTC.

Unlike mass flux, it can be seen in Fig. 10 that the heat flux does not
affect the total pressure drop in a meaningful way for any of the tubes.

Colombo et al. [9] defined three parameters to compare the effec-
tiveness of microfinned tubes, Enhancement factor E, Penalization
factor P, and efficiency index, I, which are formulated as:

=E h
h

MF

Smooth (7)

=P P
P

MF

Smooth (8)

=I E
P (9)

These values were calculated at vapor quality of =x 0.45 for dif-
ferent mass fluxes and represented in Fig. 11. The Enhancement factor
gradually decreases for both MF1 and MF2, while the penalization
factor remains mostly the same over the whole range, therefore di-
minishing efficiency index at higher mass fluxes. The downward trend

Table 3
Operating conditions for experimental setup.

Unit Range/Value

Fluid – Propane (R290)
Saturation Temperature [Tsat] °C 0, 5, 10

Reduced pressure [Pred] – 0.11–0.15
Heat flux [q] kW m−2 15, 24, 33
Mass flux [G] kW m−2 s−1 250–500

Tube outer diameter [OD] mm 5
Vapor quality [x] – 0.14–1

Quality change [ x] – 0.06–0.15

Fig. 5. Effect of saturation temperature on HTC, G = 250 kW m−2 s−1,
q = 15 kW m−2.

Fig. 6. Effect of heat flux on HTC with G = 300 kW m−2 s−1, Tsat= 10 °C for three different tubes, heat flux (q) in the legend reported in kW m−2.
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of enhancement factor can be explained by the fact that the rate of
increase of HTC for the smooth tube with increasing mass flux is higher
than for MF tubes. However, for mass fluxes higher than 400 kW m−2

s−1, HTC for smooth tube does not increase anymore. Meanwhile, there
is a slight increase for MF tubes; subsequently, the enhancement factor
rises. It can be argued that this happens because there is a larger area
available for heat exchange in MF tubes. Furthermore, while the en-
hancement factor and penalization factor for the MF2 tube are higher,

the efficiency index for both of the tubes is about the same.

3.2. Correlations

HTC and pressure drop for smooth tubes and microfinned tubes
have been comprehensively compared with predictive correlations
available in the literature by values of Mean Relative Deviation (MRD)
and Mean Absolute Relative Deviation (MARD), defined as:

=
=

MRD
n

Predicted Experimental
Experimental

100

i

n
i i

i1 (10)

=
=

MARD
n

Predicted Experimental
Experimental

100

i

n
i i

i1 (11)

Additionally, 30 was used as a parameter to show what percentage of
the predicted values have less than 30% deviation from the experi-
mental data. Table 4 shows the values of MARD, MAD and 30 of the
selected correlations for the smooth tube.

All the studied correlations for the evaluation of pressure drop in
smooth tube use dimensionless quantities such as Laplace and Weber
number to account for the effect of surface tension except Müller-
Steinhagen & Heck [27]. Experimental pressure drop data was most
accurately predicted by Xu & Fang [45], where the authors studied
correlations and experimental data of 15 different fluids in tubes with
hydraulic diameters between 0.81 and 19.1 mm and developed a cor-
relation improving the accuracy especially for micro-channels. All
correlations tend to slightly underestimate the experimental data in the
low pressure drop range, as can be seen in Fig. 12.

Fig. 7. Effect of mass flux on HTC with q = 23 kW m−2, =T 5sat °C for three different tubes, mass flux (G) reported in the legend in kW m−2 s−1.

Fig. 8. Effect of saturation temperature on total pressure gradient of smooth
tube at q = 23 kW m−2, G = 300 kW m−2 s−1.

Fig. 9. Effect of mass flux on total pressure gradient at q = 23 kW m−2, =T 5sat
°C for all the tubes, mass flux (G) in kW m−2 s−1.

Fig. 10. Effect of heat flux on total pressure gradient at G = 300 kW m−2 s−1,
=T 10sat °C for all the tubes, reported heat flux (q) in kW m−2.
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Several correlations were studied for the prediction of HTC in
smooth tubes. Among them, the recently developed correlation of
Mohd-Yunos et al. [26], which has used genetic algorithm to improve
the correlations for the prediction of HTC specifically for propane.
However, this method seems to fail in accurately predicting the ex-
perimental data points in the present study. Lillo et al. [22] has de-
veloped another correlation specifically for propane evaporation HTC
which is based on Wo jtan et al. [44] correlation. This correlation
predicts HTC values in lower vapor qualities reasonably well while the
values for higher vapor qualities are greatly over predicted. Correla-
tions of Liu & Winterton [23] and Shah [36] perform best, being able to
predict all data points with less than 30% error (Fig. 13).

For the comparison between experimental data for microfinned
tubes and correlations it should be noted that for every correlation the
HTC or pressure drop was calculated based on the formulation in the
respective paper and compared to an equivalent value for experimental
data. This is especially important in the choice of diameter and the
respective value for the heat transfer area, S. The results for MF1 and
MF2 are shown in Table 5. The pressure drop correlations of Diani et al.
[10] and Rollmann & Spindler [34] exhibit a significant increase in
MARD value for MF2 tube compared to MF1. Nevertheless, the corre-
lation by Diani et al. [10] is capable of following the experimental
pressure drop data in the whole range for both of the tubes, as depicted
on Fig. 14. The gap between the two tubes grows even larger for

Fig. 11. Enhancement factor E, Penalization factor P and efficiency index, I as a function of mass flux, q = 23 kW m−2, =T 5sat °C, x = 0.45.

Table 4
Comparison between experimental results and correlation for HTC and pressure
drop in smooth tube.

MRD % MARD% 30

Pressure Drop Correlations
Müller-Steinhagen & Heck [27] −21.0 22.4 74.1
Sun & Mishima [38] −36.9 36.9 12.3
Cavallini et al. [4] −12.7 20.0 90.1
Xu & Fang [45] −8.8 11.7 100
Friedel [11] −22.6 23.0 88.9

HTC Correlations
Choi et al. [8] 7.2 18.3 88.7
Liu & Winterton [23] 3.5 6.2 100
Kandlikar [16] 12.6 14.4 87.7
Tran et al. [41] 36.3 36.3 25.9
Gungor & Winterton [14] 15.7 16.7 85.2
Shah [36] −6.2 10.9 100
Li & Wu [21] −23.9 −26.2 59.3
Kim & Mudawar [18] −9.2 12.1 97.5
Bertsch et al. [2] −33.8 33.8 55.6
Lillo et al. [22] 72.5 72.5 48.1
Mohd-Yunos et al. [26] −41.6 41.6 17.5

Fig. 12. Comparison between experimental data and correlations of Cavallini
et al. [4], Xu & Fang [45], Müller-Steinhagen & Heck [27] for total pressure
gradient in smooth tube.

Fig. 13. Comparison between experimental data and correlations of Cavallini
et al. [18], Liu & Winterton [23], Shah [36] for prediction of HTC in smooth
tube.
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prediction of HTC for the three correlations considered (Fig. 15), par-
ticularly with the correlation of Diani et al. [10]. This can be explained
by referring to databases that the prior correlations were built upon
which use microfinned tubes that have a much smaller value of heat

exchange area ratio compared to MF2 tube.

4. Conclusion

The evaporation of propane in a smooth and two microfinned tubes
with 5 mm OD has been studied experimentally. The heat exchange
area ratios are 1.51 and 2.63 for MF1 and MF2, respectively. Heat
transfer coefficient and pressure drop were determined at saturation
temperatures 0, 5 and 10 °C for the smooth tube, while the three tubes
were compared at heat fluxes ranging between 15 and 33 kW m−2 and
mass flux from 250 to 500 kW m−2 s−1.

The results were critically compared, noting that saturation tem-
perature does not affect the HTC, but the pressure drop increases with
decreasing saturation temperature. With increasing heat flux, HTC in-
creases for all three tubes (indicating a prevalence of nucleate boiling
regime), but this increase is restricted to the low vapor quality range for
microfinned tubes. The positive effect of mass flux on the HTC for the
smooth tube is limited to the highest tested mass flux, demonstrating
activation of the convective heat transfer mechanism. The HTC values
with microfinned tubes remain the same with increasing mass flux,
while the pressure drop increases.

The HTC enhancement comparing microfinned tubes to the smooth
tube drops with increasing mass flux, while the relative increase in
pressure drop remains more or less the same. Therefore, discouraging
the use of MF tube in higher mass fluxes.

Finally, the experimental data has been compared with several
predictive correlations available in the literature. For smooth tube
correlations of Xu & Fang [45] and Liu & Winterton [23] reliably pre-
dict pressure drop and HTC, respectively. For microfinned tube accu-
racy of the prediction methods varied based on the tested microfinned
tube. While pressure drop and HTC for MF1 are reliably predicted by
Diani et al. [10] and Rollmann & Spindler [34], respectively, these
correlations deviate from experimental data for MF2 tube. This can be
explained by the novel design of MF2, where the number of fins and
helical angle is rather high.
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Table 5
Comparison between experimental data and correlations for prediction of HTC
and pressure drop for microfinned tubes.

MF1 MF2

MAD% MARD% 30 MAD% MARD% 30

Pressure Drop
Correlations

Choi et al. [7] −26.5 26.5 76.0 22.9 22.9 82.4
Rollmann & Spindler [34] −6.7 8.7 100 −29.8 29.8 45.1
Diani et al. [10] 1 3 100 −12.7 12.7 100

HTC Correlations
Tang & Li [39] −23.8 24.1 72.0 39.0 40.0 33.3
Rollmann & Spindler [34] −5.2 14.8 100 −26.3 26.3 66.7
Diani et al. [10] −23.0 23.0 90.0 76.9 76.9 2.0

Fig. 14. Experimental total pressure gradient compared to the correlation of
Diani et al. [10] for two tested MF tubes.

Fig. 15. Prediction of HTC in two microfinned tubes by correlations of Diani et al. [10] and Rollmann & Spindler [34] compared to experimental data.
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Appendix A. Calibration process and uncertainty propagation

In order to calibrate the thermocouples, AMETEK JOFRA RTC 157 Reference Temperature Calibrator with the procedure advised by the man-
ufacturer has been used. This unit has an accuracy of 0.04 °C and stability of 0.005 °C. The thermocouples were connected in the same manner as the
testing condition (same cables, connections, DAQ) and the values were read each 5 °C in the desired temperature range (-10 °C to 30 °C). The
obtained data from the calibration process was used to create a calibration file in LabVIEW.

Below the formulation used for propagating of uncertainty is summarized. Uncertainty for wall temperature:

=
=

u T u T( ) (1/4) · ( )w i i
2

4

7
(A.1)

Uncertainty for Saturation temperature:

=u T T
P

u p( ) · ( )sat
sat

sat
sat

2
2

(A.2)

From Antoine equation the relationship between saturation temperature and saturation pressure can be found, by derivation it can be written:

=T
P P P

803.99
·(3.9228 log ( ))

sat

sat sat sat10 (A.3)

Uncertainty for heat transfer coefficient:
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Uncertainty for inlet vapor quality:

= +u x
u Q
m i

Q u m
i m

( )
( )
·

· ( )
·in
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lg P
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lg P( 1)

2
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2
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Uncertainty for the change in vapor quality:

= +u x u Q
m i

Q ln m u m
i

( )
·

· ( )· ( )test

lg P

test

lg P( )

2

( )

2

sat sat (A.6)

Uncertainty for the average vapor quality:

= +u x u x u x( ) ( ) 1/4· ( )in
2 (A.7)
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